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Interaction-free measurement is introduced through a set of problems suitable for undergraduates.
Both the original scheme suggested by Elitzur and Vaidman and an improved one proposed by
Kwiat et al. are considered. Theoretical predictions are compared to experimental data. ©2002

American Association of Physics Teachers.
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How often have I said to you that when you have
eliminated the impossible, whatever remains,how-
ever improbable, must be the truth.

Arthur Conan Doyle1

I. INTRODUCTION

A good detective knows that much can be learned ab
what did occur by eliminating what could not have ha
pened. In quantum mechanics, this idea gets turned on
head in what are known as counterfactual phenomena. U
certain circumstances, a measurement may give informa
about what could have happened, but did not actually oc
A good example is interaction-free measurement~IFM!,
which has been described as ‘‘quantum seeing in the dark2

In 1993, Elitzur and Vaidman3 proposed an experiment i
which the presence of an object could sometimes be dete
without absorbing a photon. They made their proposal m
vivid by thinking of the object as a bomb that would explo
if it absorbed just a single photon. Experiments confirm
the feasibility of interaction-free measurement were carr
out by Kwiat et al.4 and du Marchie van Voorthuysen.5 An
improved scheme related to the quantum Zeno paradox6 was
also suggested in Ref. 4. In remarkable experiments base
this suggestion, photons signaled the presence of an o
without being absorbed about three times more often t
they were absorbed by the object.7 The problems that follow
provide an introduction to interaction-free measurement
level suitable for advanced undergraduates. The theore
solutions are compared with the published experimental
sults.

II. PROBLEMS

~a! The scheme for interaction-free measurement propo
in Ref. 3 is based on a Mach–Zehnder interferometer8 which
is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of two beam splitters~B1 and

Fig. 1. Schematic of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer.
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B2! and two mirrors~M!. For simplicity, assume that th
path lengths in the upper and lower arms of the interfero
eter are the same. First, consider the interferometer whe
object blocks either arm. Show that ifR1 , the reflectivity of
the first beam splitter is the same asT2 , the transmittivity of
the second, then a photon entering the interferometer f
below will always reach the first detector~D1! and never the
second~D2!.

Hint: For each beam splitter, the relative phase shift
tween the reflected and transmitted waves isp/2, notp, be-
cause the reflected wave is actually the result of a serie
internal reflections in a thin dielectric slab rather than
single reflection from a surface.9,10

~b! Suppose a perfectly absorbing object is placed in
lower arm of the interferometer as shown in Fig. 2. A phot
may reach the first detector as before, but it also has a ch
of either being absorbed by the object or reaching the sec
detector. The final possibility is a measurement of the
ject’s presence without interaction, because light ne
reaches the second detector when the object is not pre
Because a photon reaching the first detector gives no in
mation about the presence or absence of an object, the
tive probabilities of the other two possibilities should b
compared to evaluate how well the apparatus is perform
Determine the efficiency of the interaction-free measu
ment, which is defined as the ratio of the probability
interaction-free measurement to the probability of eith
measurement or absorption as a function ofR1 . What is the
upper limit of the efficiency?

~c! In the improved arrangement proposed in Ref. 4, lig
is reflected through a series of beam splitters as show
Fig. 3. ~In practice, light was cycled through a pair of bea
splitters several times.7! If the reflectivity of each beam split
ter in the series isR5cos2(p/2N), whereN is the number of
beam splitters, show that light will always reach the fi
detector~D1!.

Fig. 2. The interferometer with an object in one arm.
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Fig. 3. The apparatus described wit
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~d! If an object blocks all of the upper arms of the app
ratus in Fig. 3, a photon can also be absorbed or reach
second detector. Determine the efficiency of interaction-f
measurement as a function of the number of beam splitt
What is the theoretical limit on the efficiency for this devi
asN becomes large?

III. SOLUTIONS

~a! In order to understand the interference that occurs a
photon leaves the system, its wave function at various lo
tions in the apparatus will be considered. Because the p
ability of reflection from a beam splitter is proportional
the square of the reflected wave function, a fractionAR of a
wave function is reflected by a beam splitter. Similarly,
fraction AT of a wave function is transmitted. In addition
there is a relative phase shift ofp/2 between the reflecte
and transmitted waves. Letua& be the wave function of a
photon as it enters the interferometer. The wave function
other locations will be labeled as shown in Fig. 4. After t
first beam splitter, the wave functions are

ub&5eip/2AT1ua&5 iAT1ua&, ~1!

and

uc&5AR1ua&. ~2!

Each wave function picks up the same phase change u
reflecting from a mirror, so that this phase change can
ignored. After the second beam splitter, the wave functi
emerging from the two arms interfere giving

ud&5AR2ub&1 iAT2uc&5 i ~AT1R21AR1T2!ua&, ~3!

and

ue&5 iAT2ub&1AR2uc&5~2AT1T21AR1R2!. ~4!

BecauseT25R1 , it must also be true thatR25T1 , because
R1T51 for each beam splitter. Therefore,

2AT1T21AR1R252AT1R11AR1T150, ~5!

andue&50, so the photon never reaches the second dete
The photon will always strike the first detector because t
is the only other possibility, so it can also be shown that
amplitude ofud& is one.

~b! For this part, only the probability that a photon is g
ing in a given direction after each beam splitter needs to
considered because no interference is occurring. If a pho
is reflected by the first beam splitter, it will be absorbed,
the probability of this absorption is simplyPabs5R1 . A pho-
ton that is transmitted by both beam splitters will result in
interaction-free measurement, so the probability isPIFM

5T1T2 . Therefore, the efficiency is
273 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 70, No. 3, March 2002
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PIFM

Pabs1PIFM
5

T1T2

R11T1T2
. ~6!

BecauseT25R1 andR11T151, the efficiency simplifies to

h5
T1

11T1
5

~12R1!

11~12R1!
5

12R1

22R1
. ~7!

Therefore, as the reflectivity of the first beam splitter a
proaches zero, the efficiency approaches 1/2. As Fig
shows, the theoretical efficiency agrees well with the m
surements made by Whiteet al.,11 except when the reflectiv
ity becomes very small. Unfortunately, the probability
interaction-free measurement approaches zero as the
ciency reaches its maximum, so most photons end up at
first detector and give no information. A major experimen
difficulty in achieving a high efficiency and avoiding fals
detection of an object is the practical impossibility of obta
ing total destructive interference at the second detector~D2!
when no object is present in the interferometer.

A potential application of interaction-free measuremen
the imaging of light-sensitive objects, such as biological s
tems. The preceding analysis assumes that the object is
fectly absorbing, which will not necessarily be the case. T
experiments in Ref. 11 show the difficulty of imaging sem
transparent objects.11 An analysis by Krenn, Summhamme
and Svozil suggests that the advantage of the Elitzur
Vaidman scheme3 is lost when trying to distinguish betwee
multiple transparencies.12

~c! BecauseR1T51, the probability of transmission fo
each beam splitter isT5sin2(p/2N). Use vectors to repre
sent the components of the wave function in the upper
lower paths at each stage in the system. For example, a
ton entering the first beam splitter from above is in the init
state (0

1), and one entering from below is in the initial sta
(1

0). The effect of a single beam splitter on a wave functi
in the upper path of the system is to reflect a fractionAR
back into the upper path, to transmit a fractionAT to the

Fig. 4. The labels used for the wave functions.
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lower path, and to introduce a relative phase shift ofp/2
between the two components. This effect is represented

S 1
0D ——→

beam splitterS AR

iATD .

The result for a wave function that starts completely in
lower component is just the opposite, so the evolution o
state as it passes one beam splitter is represented by
matrix operator

U5S AR iAT

iAT AR
D 5S cos~p/2N! i sin~p/2N!

i sin~p/2N! cos~p/2N!
D . ~8!

As before, the phase changes due to the mirrors will be
nored because they are the same for the upper and lo
components. If a photon enters from below as in Fig. 3,
initial state isu in&5(1

0), and the final state upon exiting a
apparatus withN beam splitters isuout&5UNu in&. If we de-
fine

R~u!5S cos~u! i sin~u!

i sin~u! cos~u! D , ~9!

thenU5R(p/2N). The matrixR(u) is a rotation operator
which also appears in the description of spin-1

2 particles in
magnetic fields.13 The important property of rotation opera
tors in this context is that they multiply like exponentia
that is,

R~u!R~f!5S cosu i sinu

i sinu cosu D S cosf i sinf

i sinf cosf D
5S cos~u1f! i sin~u1f!

i sin~u1f! cos~u1f!
D

5R~u1f!. ~10!

The evolution of a state through allN beam splitters is rep
resented by

UN5R N~p/2N!

5R~N•p/2N!

5S cos~p/2! i sin~p/2!

i sin~p/2! cos~p/2!
D 5S 0 i

i 0D , ~11!

Fig. 5. The theoretical efficiency~line! compared with the experimental dat
~circles! for the setup suggested by Elitzur and Vaidman.
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so the final state is

uout&5S 0 i

i 0D S 0
1D5S i

0D . ~12!

Therefore, if a photon enters the system from below, it w
leave the system from above and strike the first dete
~D1!. It is interesting to note that this experiment was ac
ally performed by rotating the polarization by an angleu
5p/2N with a half-wave plate between successive pas
through two polarizing beam splitters.7 The analysis of that
system in terms of Jones matrices is similar to the preced
one.14

~d! An interaction-free measurement results from refle
tions by all N beam splitters, so the probability isPIFM

5@cos2(p/2N)#N. The probability of absorption following
the j th beam splitter is the probability of reaching it by (j
21) reflections multiplied by the probability of one tran
mission. Transmission by theNth beam splitter does not re
sult in absorption, so the total probability of absorption is

Pabs5T1RT1R2T1¯1RN22T

5sin2S p

2ND (
k50

N22 Fcos2S p

2ND Gk

. ~13!

Therefore, the efficiency is

h5

cos2NS p

2ND
cos2NS p

2ND1sin2S p

2ND (
k50

N22

cos2kS p

2ND . ~14!

As before, this calculation makes the idealization that to
destructive interference occurs at the second detector~D2!
when no object is present in the apparatus. Figure 6 sh
how the theoretical efficiency increases as the numbe
beam splitters increases, which is in reasonable agreem
with the experimental data in Ref. 7. The discrepancies w
explained by taking into account the imperfections of t
optical components.

For largeN, the probability of interaction-free measure
ment can be expanded in powers ofp/2N as

PIFM5F1 - 
1

2 S p

2ND 2

1¯G2N

. ~15!

Fig. 6. The theoretical efficiency~line! compared with experimental dat
~circles! for the setup suggested by Kwiatet al.
274Alan J. DeWeerd
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If we keep just the first two terms inside the brackets a
perform a binomial expansion, we obtain

PIFM'12
p2

4N
. ~16!

As N gets large andPIFM approaches one,Pabsmust vanish,
so the efficiency approaches unity. Not only is this sche
capable of giving higher efficiencies than that of Elitzur a
Vaidman,3 but it does not suffer from the problem of th
probability of interaction-free measurement becoming sm
as the efficiency becomes large. Jang recently used a sim
system based on polarization to image semi-transparent
jects with very promising results.14

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Interaction-free measurement is an intriguing quant
phenomenon because it defies common sense. It remai
be seen what practical applications might be developed,
there have been some interesting suggestions. For exam
Vaidman has speculated that x-ray photography could
done with substantially reduced exposure,15 but this could
not be accomplished with traditional optical componen
Also, a connection was recently made between interact
free measurement and counterfactual computation, where
results can be learned from a programmed quantum c
puter without actually running the computer.16 Recently,
interaction-free measurement has even been brought to
attention of writers of science fiction and science fact,17 so
readers of those genres should keep an eye open for it in
future.
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